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ABSTRACT: We study the stability properties of the standing waves for nonlinear Schr6dinger equations in R3. in presence of an external, constant magnetic field. For that purpose, we first establish well-posedness of the local Cauchy problem for a wide class of nonlinearieies. Then , under some growth condition." nn the nonlinearity, we show that the
ground state is orbitally stable. We also show that a class' of symmetric excited states is
stable, for certain perturbations.
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RESUMO: SOBRE A ESTABILIDADE DE ONDAS ESTACIONARlAS PARA EQUA<;OES DE SCHRODINGER NAO-LINEARES COM CAMPO MAGNETICO EXTERIOR. Neste artigo estuda-se a estabilidade das ondas estaciomirias de equa,,6es de
Schr6dinger niio-lineares em R3 com urn campo rnagnetico exterior constante. Para isso,
mostramos pn'rneiramente que 0 problema de Cauchy correspondente esta bern posto para
uma grande classe de nao-linearidades. Depois, mostramos que quando as niio-linearidades
satisfazem certas condh;6es de crescimenco, a soJu~ao de "ground state" e orbitalmente
estavel. Mostra-se tambem que uma classe de estados excitados eestavel para certas perturba,,6es.
Palavras.chave: Estabilidade • ondas estaciomirias • equa.;:6es de Schrodinger nao-lineares
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Stability or nonlinear SchrOdingcr equ ations

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider nonlinear Schrodinger equations i n R3 , of the form

iU t - au - 2i A·Vu

+

IAl'u - i div(A)u

+

Vu = g(x ,u).

(1)

Here u is a comp l ex - valued function defined on [O,T)xR 3 for some T>O. A is a
vector - valued potential (with real - va l ued components) modelling the effect of
an external magnetic field B=curl(A). V i s a real - valued potent i al and 9 i s
some nonlinear mapping. Such equations as (1) were considered by Avron, Herbst
and Simon [1, 2, 3] , Combes, Schrader and Seile r [7 ] , Eboli and Marques
[8] ,
Kato [13] , Reed and Simon [15J, Simon [16] .
The existence of standing waves for (1), that ;s so l uti ons of the
form
u(t,x)=e - ;wt~{x). was established in Esteban and Lions [9] under natural hypo standing
theses on A, V and g . We study here the stabil i ty properties of the
waves of (1). The results that we obtain are quite similar to those
ava i lable
in the case A=O. However, in the presence of an externa l magnetic field certa i n
exci ted states are stable (see Theorem 3) , whi l e i n the case A=O such a property
seems to be unknown . In orde r to establish the stability results , we need first
to study the Cauchy problem (init ial value problem) for (1) .
In all
Before stating our main results, let us introduce some notation.
what follows, we assume that the magnet i c field B is a co nstant Ba 6R 3 (a nd so
div(A) =O) . Without loss of generaiHy , we can assume that
B = (o ,o,b),

for some bER\{o} (see [9]) . In th i s case, and up to a gauge tra nsform, the
tential A ca n be chosen in the fo l lowing way (see [9 ] )
b

(2 )

A(x) = "2 (- x"x"o) ,
We consider the Hil bert space L'(R')=(u : R'+C, flul'dx<ro}, equ i pped wi th
norm

We also consider the Hil bert space H~ def ined by

H~ =

(u E

L'(R ' ),

po-

Vu + i Au E L'(R')) ;

the
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equipped with the norm (see [9))
1

II ul1 1 ,A =

[fR,I~u

+ iAUI ' dX]'.

We define the self-adjoint operator LA on L'(R') by
= (u

6

HI\,

-6u - 2iA' ~u + IAl ' u

6

L'(R')) ;

-6U- 2iA· ~ u + IAl'u,
Note that
for every u

6

D(L A),

where <-,. > i s the scalar product in L2(R3) . On the ot her hand, HAC::L2(R3) with
continuous and dense embedd ing (see [9] ) ; and so, LA de f ines a bounded operator
h
from HA1 onto HA-1 were

Also note that
(3)

with continuous and dense embedding (see [9) ) for every p6[2,6); and so
for every q6[6/5,2).

(4)

With the above notation, equation (1) becomes (reca ll that div(A)=O )
iU t + LAu + Vu = g(x,u).

(5)

We now describe our assumptions on the potential V and the nonlinearity g.
assume that V:R3+R satisfies

We

for some 0>3/2. We assume .that the comp le x-va l ued function g(x,u) is measurable
in x for all usC and continuous in u for almost all xeR 3, and that there exist
as[O,4 ) and a constant C such that for almost al l xsR 3,
Ig(x,v) - 9(x,u)1 ~ C(1 + Ivl" + lul") lv-ul,

for all U,V6C .

(7)

I:;H
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Fu rthermore , we assume that
g(x,O)

0,

g(x,u)

g(x , lul) _u_
lu

for almost all xeR 3 ;

I

,

(8)

for al most al l xeR 3 and all

u ~O.

(g)

We define the real - valued function G(x ,u ) by
G(x,u) =

lu l

fo

g(x,s) ds ,

for almost xeR 3 ,

( 10)

and the energy EV,G by

f

EV ,G (u) = R'

,

{~ IVu + i Au I'+ ~ VIu I' - G(x , u (x) ) }dx,

f or all ueH .
A

Our main resul t concern ing the initial -value problem for (5)

is

(1 1)

stated

as

follo ws .
.Theorem 1.
For every

Let A be given by (2) , let V satisfy (6) a nd let 9 sat i s fy (7) - (9) .

~eH1,

there ex i sts a unique maxima l solution ueC ([O , T*) , HA)

T*) , Hii ') of (5) such that u(O)=~ . I f T* <m, the n

II u (t)11

1

,A- as t tT*.

n

C'([O ,
In

a d-

dition, we have both conservation of charge and conservation of energy, that ;s
for all te [0, T* ) ;

( 12)

(13 )

for all t e[ O,T*) .
Notic e that fo r the mode l case g(x ,u )=i>lulau , Theo rem

app li es toae[0, 4) .

For the case of A=O. t he ini tial value prob lem for t he nonlinear
Sc hrod;nger
equation in HI has been studied in the past few yea rs; i n pa rticu l ar by Gini bre
and Velo [10, 11 , 12J, Kato [14J , Caze na ve and Weissler [5, 6J. The me thods are
of a perturbative nature and rely basica ll y on sharp dispers i ve properties of
the linear equation . Our method for proving Theorem 1 is an obvious adaptation
of the method of Cazenave and W
eissler [5], combined wit h an
est imate
of
exp(itL ) . We also establ i sh a regular i ty result (see Pro pos i tion 1 ) .
A

Standi ng waves of equat i on (5) are so lu tions of t he form u(t,x)=e-i wt$(x).
The equation for ·¢ is
( 14)
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Of course, \ole are interested in solutions <P6H~, <potO of (14) . Nontrivial
solutions of (14) are obtained in Esteban and Lions [9] under natural hypotheses on
V and g, by solving certain variational problems. In particula"r, in some cases
there exists a ground state <p solving the following variational problem.
UEH '

A and II

U

II

L'

01J,

II ~ II

L'

01,

( 15)

and all minimi zing sequences of (15) are relatively compact in H~ up to a trans
lation and a change of gauge. This allows us to apply the method described in
Ca zenave and Lions [4]. in order to obtain the following result of
orbital
stability , For simplicity we assume

v

0

0,

(16 )

In such a simple case the results in [9] hold, and there,exist nontrivial solutions of (14), for some.w, provided that 0<0<4/3. Moreover, it is also shown in
[9] that, under these assumptions, all minimizing sequences for IV,G are relatively compact in H~ up to a translation and a change of gauge, Therefore,
if
we denote by E the set of sol ut ions of (14), we can prove the fo 11 owi ng theorem.
Theorem 2. Assume that V and a satisfy (16) with O<a<4/3. Then [ is stable in
t he fo llowi ng sense. For every 6>0, there ex; sts 00 such that, if <P6H~ verifies
W

in! II ¢ -w I1 1 A S
'

E,

l'IE t

the n the corresponding solut ion u of (5) ;s global and
inf inf II e i A(yl-xu(t,x+y) -wi ll ,A
we E yeR3

S

0,

for all

no.

Note that the type of stability described above is the same as in the case
(compare with Cazenave and Lions [4 ]).
Stil in the case where V and 9 sat i sfy (16) with O<a<4/3,
symmetric excited states of (14 ). More precisely, let us set

there

A=O
exist

It is proved in [9] that, for every kEZ, ( 14) has nontrivial solutions of the
form

160
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Hx) = [ _x,-=+=iX=, 1\(X),
-Ixi + x~

( 17)

for some XeS. X ;s a solution of the following minimization problem

V6S and II v II

L'

=1},

Ilx II

L'

( 18)

=1,

where

u*(x) = [

u(x) ,

for ueS,

and all mini mi zing sequences of (18) are relatively compact ;n LQ(R 3 ),
2~q<6,
up to a translation and a change of gauge. Thus we can also apply the
method
of [4 J. in order to obtain the following result of orbital stability for
the

excited states of the form (17)-(18). We consider kEZ and we denote by Ek
set of solutions of ( 14) of the form (17), for some X solution of the

the

minimiza-

tion problem (18), and by H~ k the set of functions of the'form (17) with
,
"
Note that HA,k is a closed subset of HA.

XES.

Theorem 3. If V=O and g is as above, then ~k ;s stable in the following sense.
r
For every 6>0, there exists 8>0 such that, if 4>EHA k verifies
,
inf II ~-wlll ,A ~ <,
WEEk
then the corresponding solution u of (5) is global and

inf
yeR 3

II eiA(Y) ' xu(t,x+y) -will A ~ 0,

for a 11

t ~ O.

'

Theorem 3 asserts that the standing waves of the form (17)-(18) are stable with
respect to perturbations of a certain form . We do not know whether or not
are stable with respect to arbitrary perturbations ion H~.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 ;s devoted to the

proof

they
of

Theorem 1 and to some further comments on the Cauchy problem for (5) and Section
3 is devoted to the proof of Theorems 2 and 3.
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2. TH E CAUCHY PROBLEM

A basic step in the proof of Theorem 1 is a collection of estimates of the
so l utions of the linear equation , whi ch we describe below. Let us set

S(t) = e- itLA ,

for teR.

Si nce LA is se lf-adjoint in L'( R'), iLA is skew-adjoint; and so S( t ) is a group
of isomet ries in LZ (R3 ) , and we have

S(t)* = S( - t) ,

for teR .

( 19)

Furthermore , we have the fol l owi ng formula (see (lJ ) .
_ _ _--=b'--~= J e- i F(x,y ,t )$(y)dy,
4nsin(bt)(4ni t)'j, R'

S(t)~(x)

for every

t~u

and eve ry ¢eV(R 3 ), where the function F is given by

F(x,y,t) =

(X; - y,)'

4t

b

[

,

.

+'4 co tg (bt) (x, -Y ,) +(x, -y,)

,]

b

- '2" (x,Y, -x,Y , ),

In particu l ar , for every t -O , S(t) is bounded from L'(R ' ) to LW(R'),witha norm

II S ( t ) II

Ibl

1

W

l( L ,L)

S --==--c----,-

Ii t l Is in (bt)1

By interpol ation, i t fo ll ows that -f or every

t~O

and f or every

p6[2, ~J,

S(t)

is

bounded from LP' (R') to LP(R ') , with the estimate
1- ~
P

II ~II P"

(20 )

L

Lemma 1. Let re(2,6) and qe(2 ,wJ with 2/q=3( 1/2 -1 / r ) . Let T>O, and ~eL'(Rn)).
Then S( · )~e C( ( O ,TJ, L'(R')) n Lq(O,T,Lr(R ')). Furthermore, the re exists C depen~
ing only on rand T such that
II S(· )~II q
r ~ C II ~II ,
L'
L (O ,T,L )

for every 4>eL 2 .

(2 1)
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Proof. Lemma 1 is proved in Ginibre and Ve la [12] for the case of A=O. However,
the proof given in [12] applies as wel l to the present case, and it relies only
on (Ig) and (20) . The dependence of the constant on T comes from the fact that

II S(t) II [(Lr' ,Lr) has periodic singularities due to the presence of the
sin(bt).

term

For every T>O and every fEL'(O,T,HA ' )' we consider Ff6C( [0 ,T],HA ') defined by
t

Ff(t) =

fa S(t-s)f(s)ds,

for every t6[0, T].

The basic estimates for the inhomogeneous equation are described i n the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let r,06[2,6) and q,y6(2,w] with 2/q=3(1/2-I/r) and 2/y=3 (1/2 - 1/ 0 ) .
Let T>O, and fELY'(O, T,L o' (R n )). Then F EC([0,T]'['(R 3 ))nLq(O,T,L r (R 3 ) ) . Furf
thermore, there exists C depending only on r,p and T such that
,
'n
for every fELY (O ,T,L O (R )).(22)
Proof. For the case of A=O, Lemma 2 ;s proved in Yajima [18] for the special
cases of r= p. r=2 . p=2, and in Cazenave and Weissler [5] for the general case.
As for Lemma 2, the proofs given in [18] and [5] apply as well to the present
case, and it re l ies only on (19) and (20). For the explaination of the depende.!::.
ce of the constant on T, see the proof of Lemma 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. This is an obvious adaptation of the argument given
in
Cazenave and Weissler [5] (apply (3)-(4) in the place of usual Sobolev's
ine qualities), and we only give the sketch of the proof. Let M~O , and let ~€HA be
such that II ~ II I ,A~M. Approximate V and 9 by the sequence
of
potentials
oo
VmEL (R3) and of globally Lipschitz - continuous nonlinearities gm given by (see

Examples I and 3 in [5 ])
m,
Vm(x) = V(x) ,

if V(x»m;
if IV(x)l~m ;

g (x,u),

gm(x,u)

*

g(x,m),

-m,

if lul;m;
if lul>m;

if V(x)<-m;

and consider umEC([O, w) ,Hl) n C'([O,w),H A' ), the corresponding solution of the
regularized version of (5), wi th init i al datum ~. It fol l ows from the conse rva -
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tion laws of the approximate problem that there exists TM (depending on
M),
such that urn i s bounded in Loo(O,TM,H~). It follows from Lemma 2 that the seque~
ce (um)mEN converges as m+oo to a so l ution u of (5) such that u(O)=~. Un iqueness
is an mmediate consequence of Lemma 2, and the conservation laws are obtained
.from the passage to t he limit, comb ined.with uniqueness. The theorem
follows
from considering the maximal solution corresponding to the initial datum .

Remark 1.

Note that the method of Kato [14] does not seem to be

appl i cab l e,

even when g does not depend on x and V is smooth. Inueed , a basic step in the
by
Qu.
proof i s an estimate obtained by considering the equation satisfied
Here, Q does not commute with LA and, on the other hand, (Q-iA) commutes with
LA but is not compatible with the nonlinearity.
Remark 2. More general nonlinearities can be considered, such as Hartree-type
nonlinearities. In fact, the local Cauchy problem can be solved for the cl ass
of nonlinearities considered in [5J.
Remark 3. In the case where 9 satisfies (7) for some 0.<4/3, the init ia l value
problem can be solved in L2(R3), by using again Lemma 2, and the
method of
Tsutsum1 [17] (see also Cazt:!nave amI Weissler [6]). In this case, all solutions
are global. Note that the assumptions on V are the same as in the HA1 case.
Remark 4.

It follows immediately from the conservat i on laws
inequalities (3) that , if g is such that

and

Sobo l ev's

for all s ~O and almost all xeR 3,

G(x,s) S C + Cs 6 ,

where Cis some constant and 6E [ O, 10/3), then a 11 the. so 1utions of (5) are globa1 and bounded in HA.
Remark 5. It is rather easy to show that the so luti ons of (5) depend continu ously on the initial data in the following sense. The mapping $+T*(~) is lower
semi-continuous and, if Te[O,T*( $ » and $n+$ in HA as n+oo, then the corresponding solutions un of (5) verify un+u as n+oo, in C([O,TJ,HA).
Let

In order
,
HA be the

II ull

2,A

to state our regularity resu l t, we make the following definition.

Hilbert space O(L A), equipped with the graph norm
=

[II ull 'L'

+

II

LAul1

']'/,
L'

.
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.

,

Some propertles of HA are summari zed in the fo llowing lemma.
Lemma 3.

For every u6H

constant C such that

, we

A

have Iv luI 16L'(R') n L'(R'), and there

for every

UGH

ex i sts

,

•
A

a

(23)

In part i cu l ar,
(24)
Proo f. We recall that (see [ g] ) II (Ivlu ll )1 1 L ,~I I u1 1 1 ,A' Since I lu ll l, A ~ lluIl2 ,A'
this proves the first part of (23) . Now l et u. H~ , and let f=L Au6L '(R').
An

elementary ca l cu l at ion shows that, for every je{1,2,3}, we have
inV (R') .
Next, observe that I (ajA- VAjli ~b, and that (V+ i A) i s by def initi on

(25 )
a

bounded

operator f r om H~ to L'(R'). Therefore, by dua li ty, (V-iA) is a bounded operator
from L'(R') to HA'. Thus (aj -i Aj)f+2i(V"+ i Au).(a~A-VAJ)6HA'; and so it follows
from (25) that (aj+iAj)u6H~ . Multiplying (25) in the ·dua lity HA' _H~ by (aj+i Aj)u ,
we get

Taking successively j =l ,2,3, we obta in (~+ ; A) U6H~. and

Sin ce I(V+iA)ul ~ 11 vull almost everywhere (see [g]) , (23) fo ll ows from (26)

and

(3). Finall y, (24) is a conseq uence of (3), (23) and Sobo lev's inequalities.
Notice that, accord in g to (8), (7) , (24) and t he cond ition a<4, it follows
that, for every u.H~, g(',u( ' ))6L'(R') and
II 9(·,u(·))11 L'

~ ( 1/2)11 uI1 2 ,A+ K(11 u1 1 1 ,A) '

,

f or every ue H •
A

(27)

where K is a loca l ly bounded fu ncti on R +R. Following t he ide a of Kato [1 4] of
+ +
estimating u we obtain the follow i ng regularity result.
t
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Proposition 1. Let A be given by (2), let V satisfy (6) and le t g sat is fy (7) (9). Cons ider ~eH~, and let ueC([O,T *),H~) nC'( [ O, T*),H ' ) be the unique maxima l
soluti on of (5) such that u(O)=~ . Then if ~eH~,
C'([O,T*),L'(R')).

Proof.

A

we

u eC( [ O,T*) ,H~) n

have

Coming back to the beg inning of the proof of Theorem 1,

~eH~, we have umeC([O,oo ),H~)

and

assum; ng

C'([O ,oo ), L'(R')). Note that, by Lemma 3, we have

Considering the e'quation satis fie d by u , applying Lemmas 1 and 2, and
m
the fact that (um)me N is bounded i n LOO (O,TM,H~), it foll ows that ( um)t
OO
bounded in L (O,T ,L2 ) and in Lq (O,TM,L r ), where (q ,r ) i s any pair as in
M

using
is

l emma

I, by poss ibl y choos ing TM sma ller (but st ill depen ding onl y on M). It fo ll ows ,

in particular, that UEW" OO (O,TM, L')nW"q(O ,TM,Lr) . App l ying again Lemma 2 with
f=(g( x,u)) t' we ob tain ue C' ([O,TMJ.L ' ). Therefore , it f oll ows fr om ( 1) and (27)
that ueLOO(O,TM ,H;). Hence, g(x,u)EC( [ O,TM ),L ' ) ; and so UEC([O, TM),HA) '
Since

TM depends onl y on M, it fo ll ows that, as long a~ u rema ins bound!?d in HA'
,
remain s bounded in HA' Hence the result.

it

3. STABILITY OF THE STATIONARY STATES

Theorems 2 and 3 are proved -by the met hod of Cazenave and lions [4J,
using the compactness properties of the min imizing sequences of probl ems

by
( 15 )

and ( 18 ) established in Est eban and Li ons (9) .

Proof of Theorem 2,

First note t ha t Remark 4 applies, and so all so luti ons of
(5) are gl obal and bounded in HA. Argu i ng by co ntradi ction, if the
conc l usion

of the theorem does not hold, there ex i st 0 0, a sequen ce ( ~n) neN suc.h
tha t
the distance of $ to ~ goes to 0 as n+oo , and a sequence (t) N' such t hat
n

inf inf

II e i A(y) .x u

we E yeR 3

n ne

.

(t ,X+y) -w Il

n n

1,

A~

£

(29 )

,

whe re un denotes the solution of (5) with initi al datum $n' In parti cular,
have
I I~nll ~ I ,

we
(30)

U6H~ and II u II

L'

=1) .

(31)
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Therefore, if we set wn=u n(t n), it follows from (30), (31) and the conservation
laws (12 ) and (13) that (wn) neN is a minimizing sequence for the problem ( 15 ).
Applying Theorem 111.3 of [9] and the remarks that fol low it, we get a contradiction wi th (29). This proves Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 2, hy applying
Theorem III.6 of [9] instead of Theorem III.3. Indeed, it fo ll ows easily from
uniqueness that, for initial data of the form (17), the correspond in g solution

of (5) has the same form.
Remark 6.

Theorems 2 and 3 still hold for functions V and 9 much more

general

than those satisfying (16) . Actually, they hold as soon as V and g are such that
and all minimizing sequences for IV G (respective ly (18)) are relative l y

E 'O

compact in H~ (respectivel y LQ(R J ) ,2£Q<6). We do not i ntend to give here
the
most general assumptions under which this happens. Let us only give a hint of
how to proceed in order to determine whether or not the conclusions of Theorem
2 and 3 ho l d for some given V and g. More complete resu l ts can be found in [9].
Let us consider the non- symmetric case, tha t is Theorem 2.

and VoOLr (R') + (Ls(R') n L~(R')),
Assume that V=a+V o ' where a~R. a>-Ibl
3/2<r,s<oo 'and also assume that 9 sat i sfies (8) - (9) and
lim sup t- 'O/' G(x,t) = 0;
Itl- xoR'
li m sup t- ' G(x,t)
ItH xoR'
G(',t)oC(R',R)

0;
for all teR;

G(t) = lim G(x,t) exists;
Ixl-

......
Then. as i t i s proved in [ 9], the str i ct inequality

(32)
1

;s a sufficient cond ition for the relat i ve compactness HA of

all

minimizing

sequences of IV G and. in particular. there is a minimum for IV,G' Le .
Moreover, in so~e cases we can easily decide whether or not (32) holds.
instance, if we assume that Vo$;O a.e., Vo~O and G(S,t) i;;.§.(t) f or all t.

L~O.

For
then
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(32) holds. On the other hand, let us remark that (32) is on ly a sufficient co~

dition. So, for the case Vo=O a.e. and g independent of x, (32) does not hold,
since then IV,G=la,G' Nevertheless, in such a case, all minimizing
sequences
are still relatively compact in H~ and E ~ O.
Remark 7. There are examples which shm'l that. as in the
case
A=O.
the
stdbility property that we have proved in Theorems 2 and 3 can not be improved .
More precisely. in order to have stabi lity, one has to take into account
the
changes of gauge and the translations. For instance, one can eas ily see
that,
if u is a solution of (15), and if we cons ider the functions

"n(t,x)
bn(t)

= (l/n)(x , sin(bt) +x,cos(bt) +X,) +2t/n',

= (2/nb)(-cos(bt),sin(bt),bt),

then they are solutions of equation (1) relative to the initial conditions
~ n(X)

= exp((i/n)(x,+x ,)) u(x , -2b/n, x"

x,).

Moreover, one can see that ~ +u in HA as n+rn . However the functions
~n(t,x)
n
.
are not globaly in time as close as we want from the set {e 1Wu/u sol ution
of
(14)}. Finally let us remark that, as the above example shows, the presence of
a nonnul1 external magnetic field induces , as t increases, phenomena of rotation
and translation which involve some kind of osci lla tion.
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